**Application:**
Home theater front/center/surround and stereo in-ceiling loudspeaker for medium and small rooms.

Ideal for use as a multi-channel home theater surround speaker, a kitchen stereo speaker, or a hallway single-channel distributed audio speaker, Helos 10 delivers legendary MartinLogan build quality and sonic performance.

**Key Features:**
- Tweeter aims at listening position
- High-resolution tweeter
- Low-distortion 6.5-inch aluminum cone woofer
- Precision Vojtko™ crossover
- Quick, no-hassle installation
- Paintable frame and grill cover

**Helos™10**
IN-CEILING STEREO/HOME THEATER FRONT/CENTER/SURROUND

**HIGH-PERFORMANCE IN-CEILING FOR SMALL AND MID-SIZED ROOMS**
Helos 10 is suitable for any application in medium and small rooms. Featuring a high-resolution neodymium tweeter mounted on a pivoting tweeter stem, Helos 10 delivers detailed sound throughout the entire room. A high-rigidity aluminum cone woofer, and proprietary Vojtko crossover further reinforce Helos 10’s high-end pedigree and effortlessly provide compelling sound with extreme accuracy.

**Frequency Response**
47–20,000 Hz ± 3dB

**Aiming**
Pivoting Tweeter Stem

**Sensitivity**
89 dB/2.83 volts/meter

**Impedance**
4 Ohms

**Crossover Frequency**
2800 Hz

**High Frequency Driver**
1” (2.54cm) neodymium soft dome

**Mid/Low Frequency Driver**
6.5” (16.5cm) aluminum cone

**Power Handling**
100 watts

**Weight**
4.5 lbs. (2kg)

**Diameter**
9.5” (24.2cm)

**Projection From Ceiling Surface**
0.4” (1cm)

**Required Ceiling Opening**
8.35” (21.2cm)